
1 HEAT REMOVAL FROM NUCLEAR REACTORS

In this chapter, we will discuss the thermal design of nuclear reactors. During this discussion the
• concepts introduced in the previous chapters will be widely used.

In nuclear reactors, the fission is the origin of the thermal energy generation. In heterogeneous re
actors, the thermal energy released by fission in the fJel rods is transferred by heat conduction to
the surface of the rod and then by convection to the coolant which circulates around the rods. The
coolants transports the thermal energy released by fission in the reactor to external heat exchang
ers called steam generators in which a high quality steam is generated for use in the steam cycle
associated with the nuclear reactor. A good efficiency of this steam cycle requires a high coolant
temperature. However, a high coolant temperature causes high temperature in the fuel rods. Be
C'l.use of the metallurgical limitations it is impossible to push the fuel and c1<idding temperature be
yond certain limit. These temperatures also set a limit to the fission power that can be released
within the fuel rods, i.e., within the reactor core.

The circulation of the coolant in the reactor core is assured by a pump. For a good efficiency of
the power plant, we should extract maximum thermal energy with minimum pumping power. It is
well known fact that there is no theoreticai upper limit to the rate of energy release, i.e., of power
production, due te fission. The question is that how this energy can be removed while maintaining
the temperatures throughout the reactor core at reasonable levels. At the first glar.ce, we may
think that for a given reactor, we may remove more and more energy by increasing the coolant

, • flow rate. This can be <lchieved by increasing the velocity of the coolant or the flow section of the
coolant through the fuel channel. Obviously, the latter solution is not very desirable because its
negative effect on the multipiiGation factor. We know that an increase in coolant flow rate will re
quire higher pumping power. Consequently, it is important te verifY how far the coolant flow rate
could be pushed while ensuring a maximum mechanical energy output from the power plant and
in the same time avoiding any nuclear core design problems, keeping the temperatures at accept
able levels and also avoiding mechanical problems such as vibrations and thermal stresses. It is
also possible to increase the removed energy by:

I. replacing the coolant by an other with better thermal properties, i.e., replace a gas coolant
(C02 , for example) with a liquid coolant (light or heavy water),

2. increasing the contact area between the coolant and the fuel rod; this can be achieved by
adding auxiliary heat transfer surfaces to the fuel rod (fins) or by subdividing a big diame
ter rod into smaller diameter rods, or

3. by using the boiling phenomenon.

However, before proceeding with the above solutions, their impact on the nuclear design of the
reactor core should pe thorougWy checked. We should keep in mind that a compromise is always
necessary between the nuclear and thermal design of a reactor.

In this chapter, we will mainly study the temperature distribution in a reactor core. We will con
sider the type of reactor in which the fuel rods (or fuel bundles) ~re placed in channels which run
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through the reactor core. The coolant circulates around the rods. The shape of the core is cylin
drical in fonn and surrounded by lateral and axial reflectors or only by a lateral reflector as in the
CANDU reactors. As we know, the reflectors cause some ofthe leaking neutrons to return to the
reactor core.

• 1.1 Generation ofHeat in Nuclear Reactors

1.1.1 Thermal Energy Release During Fission

The thennal energy released in nuclear reactors is due to the fission process and at a much smaller
degree to the non-fission neutron capture in the fuel, moderator, coolant and structural material.
Approximately 207 Mev of energy is emitted during a fission and the distribution of this energy
among different components of a neutron-indu;;ed fission o[ 235U is given in Table 7.1.

Table 7 i Emitted and recoverable energies for fission of 235U

Components Emitted energy Energy converted to heat
or recovered energy

Mev Mev % oftotal

Fission fragments 168 168 84

Neutrons 5 5 2.5

Prompt y rays 7 7 3.5

Delayed radiations:

l3-rays 8 8 4

y-rays 7 7 3.5

neutrinos 12 - -
Capture y-rays - 5 2.5,

TOTAL 207 200 100

Table 7.1 also includes the energy converted into heat or the recoverable energy. We observe that
the emitted energy and the recoverable energy are different. This is due to the fact that in the en
ergy emitted during the fission process, the kinetic energy ofthe fission fragments, neutrons, gam
mas and betas are converted into heat in the reactor core and shielding material whereas the
neuttinos which accompany l3-decay escape from the reactor virt'.Jally without any interaction,
i.e., any energy deposit. Therefore in the column of "energy converted to heat," neutrinos are ig
nored. Furthennore, in the same column a new item which consists of "capture y-rays" has been
included. The capture y-rays or radiative capture reactions account for (v-I) neutrons per fission
(v is the average number of neutrons emitted per fission; v is approximately equal to 2.5 for 235U)
which are absorbed :parasitically in the reactor without producing any fission reaction. Each ab
sorption results with the production of one or more capture y-rays, whose energies depend on the
binding energy of the neutrons to the compound nucleus. Consequently, the contribution of the
radiative capture to the energy converted to heat depends on the composition of materials (fissile,
fertile, coolant, moderator and structure) which constitute the reactor. From about 3 to 12 Mev of
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capture y-radiation is produced per fission; an average value of 5 Mev is included in Table 7.1.
All this y-ray, as already pointed out, is recoverable for the reactor system.

As indicated in Table 7.1, almost 84% and 4% of the energy converted to heat are due to the fis
sion fragments and to the ~-rays, respectively. The very short range offission fragments (10.2 mm

,from the fission site) and ~-rays «1 mm) ensures that this heat r;:lease takes place within the fuel
elements. The energy release during neutron thermalization takes place in the moderator. The en
ergy release due to neutron capture cccurs largely within the fuel; a small portion of t!Us energy is

. released in the structural material, in the moderator and in the coolant. The gamma rays have
longer ranges. Because of the large mass of the fuel and its heavy density, substantial portion of
the y-rays is absvrbed in the fuel and the rest in the moderator and the structural material. In large
reactors, as a rule of thumb, it can be assumed that the fraction of the gamma-energy absorbed in
the fuel is equal to the ratio of the mass (If the fuel to that of the core. In the thermal design of
nuclear reactors, it can be assumed that 94% of the fission energy release takes place in the fuel.
Table 7.'2 give the distribution of the heat release among different components of CANDU
reactors.

Table 7.2 Distribution of heat release among different components
ofCANDU reactors

...

C(lmponent Released thermal
energy, %.

Energy released in the fuel 939

Energy released in the pressure tubes 0.3

Energy released in the calandria 0.1

Energy released ie the coolant 0.5

Energy released in the moderator 5.0

Energy released inthe shieldings 0.2

TOTAL 100.0

1.1.2 Volumetric Heat Generation Rate in Reactor Fuel

Ifwe know the fission Gross-section of the as a function of the neutror. energy, o[(E), the neu
tron flux as a function of the neutron energy and space, tj!(r,E), and the number of fissile atoms
per unit of volume, N[, the volumetric heat generation rate in the reactor fuel is then given by:

(7.1)

or representing N[or(E) by 'L[(E) which is the macroscopic fission cross-section of the fuel, we
can write:'

(7.2)
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in Mev/em'; Ea is the recovered fission energy which is 200 Mev and ex represents the portion of
this energy deposited in the fuel. To express Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 in W/cm' or in kW/mJ

, they should
be multiplied by 1.602x10-13 or 1.602x10-'o, respectively. Defining the neutron flux weighted aver
age of the fission cross-section cfthe fuel as:

,

Eqs. 7.1 or 7.2 can be written as:

_ J~ O"f(EH ( 1,E)dE

Uf= J~~(1,E)dE
(7.3)

-
In thermal reactors most of the fissions are ir.duced by thermal neutrons. In this case, L.f is simply

equal to the macroscopic fission cross-section of thermal neutiOns and ~( 1,E) is represented by
~ ( 1) which is the thermal neutron flux. Therefore, Eq. 7.4 becomes:

. .

In the framework ofa multigrouil calculation, Eq. 7.2 is written as;

",(-+\ '1:' -+
q ,r) =exEU""L.fn~iI(r)

n

(7.5)

(7.6)

where n shows the number of groups and L.fi' and ~II( r') the macroscopic fission cross-section
and neutron flllx corresponding to each group respectively.

At this point it is useful to specifY certain terms often used in nuclear engineering:

power density of the core: thermal energy released per unit volume of the core, kW/lt or
kW/m'.

specific power of tlte fuel: thermal energy released per unit mass of the fuel, kW/kg or
MW/ton,

• power density of the fuel: thermal energy released per unit volume of the fuel, kWlit or
MW/m' .

Table 7.3 gives the power densities for the most popular reactors.

1.1.3 Spatial Volumetric Heat Generation Distribution in the Reactor Core
J

Eq. 7.5 or 7.6 show that to determine the distribution of heat generation rate in the reactor, we
need to know the distribution of the neutron flux throughout the region of the core which con
tains the fuel. The determination of an accurate neutron flux or power density distribution
throughout the reactor core is a complicated process and usually requires the numerical solution
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of multi-group diffusion or transport theory equations. Obviously the discussion of these proce
dures is beyond the scope of this course and they are dealt with in the reactor theory courses or
text books. Within the scope of the present discussion, we wiU only consider cylindrical reactors

Table 7 3 Power density of popular reactors in MW/m3

I Reactor type Average power Average power den- Maximum power
density of the core sity of the fuel· density of the fuel·

CANDU 12 110 190

Boiling water reactors 56 56 180

Pressurized water reactors 95-105 95-105 190-210

• Includes the coolant within the red assemblies.
--

with axial and radial reflectors. FurthermOl e, we will assume that fuel elements have a constant
enrichment and are uniformly distributed throughout the core. This assumption allows us to treat
the reactor core as homog:lnecus reactor and determine the over aU features of the neutron flux
distribution. Uniformly loaded pressurized water reactors faU in this category. In heavy water re
a<.:tors where pressure tube design has been used (CANDU reactors), because of the substantia!
neutron flux depression in the fuel rod bundles contained in the pressure tubes, they can not be
considered as homogeneous. However, we will stili use the homogeneous re3ctor approach to get
an idea on the overaU neutlOn flux pattern.

Using a one group neutron approach, the thermal neutron flux distribution in the core region of a
. • homogeneous reactor with radial and axial reflectors can be approximated by:

$=~"Jo(2.405";')cos(1t~)
R H

(7.7)

where <1>0 is the flux at the center of the reactor, Jo is the zero-order Bessel function of the first
kind, rand z are tile radial and axial coordinates and vary between 0 and R, and Y:ili and -Y:ili, re
spectively. Rand H are the radius and the height of tile reactor core, and R' and H' are the effec
tive radius and the height of the core including an aUowance for the reflector. Rand Hare
respectively smaUer then R' and H'. Fig. 7a compare the variation of the thermal neutron flux if!
the radial direction dete=ined with Eq. 7.7 and with the model of two neutron energy groups.
We observe that Eq. 7.7 represents reasonably weU the theffinl neutron flux in the core region.

The average flux in the core region is given by:

- 1 JRJ!!<1>= --2- 'H <l>21trdrdz.
1tRH 0·,

Substituting <I> with Eq. 7.7 and carrying out the integration we obtain:

(7.8)
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Figure 7.1 Comparison of radial thermal neutron distribution obtained
with Eq. 7.7 and with two neutron energy groups
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_ '( R) I • (7C H)1.. _2RR J] 2.4051 2H sm 'id
410 - 2.405R2 7tH

(7.9)

where J1 is the first order Bessd function. According to Eq. 7.5, the heat generation rate (or the
power density of the core) is proportional to the thermal neutron flux. Therefore Eq. 7.9 also

gives the ratio of the heat generation rate ,i.e., q'ffIq;' where q;' is the maximum heat generation
I I

rate within the reactor. For a bare reactor where R =R and H =H , the ratio given by Eq. 7.9
after inversion is:

'"q" 2.405 1t 3 64
q'Ji =2/1(2.405) 2" = .

For a reactor equipped with radial and axial reflectors, we can reasol'!ah!y assume that:

R H-, =-, =0.83 .
R H

(7.10)

/If

In this case the value ofthe q;/q ratio is epproximately 2.35. For a uniform radial neutron
flux, the same ratio has th~ value of 1.57. These simple calculations show that the maximum neu-

• - tron flux or heat generation rate in the core may be substantia.lly higher than the average neutron
flux or heat generation rate.

In reactor design, high q;'19'1l ratio is not desirable. In a given reactor, it may be possible to in
crease the power output by decreasing this ratio. In other words, the power output of the reactor
can be increased by a more uaiform distributioli of the heat generation rate. This is usually re
ferred to as "flattening of the heat, generation distribution or of the neutron flux. It The flattening of
the neutron flux can be achieved by:

1. adding reflectors around a bare reClctor,

2. varying radial fuel enrichment; however, exploitation problems prevents the use of any en
richment variation in the axial direction,

3. varying the ratio offuel-to-moderator,

4. varying the extent of insertion of control rods, so that the neutron capture is gre3.test in
these regions in which the flux would be otherwise high, or

5. using a neutron poison circulated as a solution in certain parts of the core.
I!

The advantages ofa neutron flux flattening are:

1. The power output of the reacto:- increases.
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2. In a reactor with parallel channels, such as CANDU reactor, the distribution of the coolant
to the channels can be easily achieved. In these reactors, orifices of different sizes are em
ployed at the inlet of the channel in order to obtain a coolant flow rate which is propor
tional to the heat generated in that channel. The aim is to obtain the same coolant exit
temperature and thus improve the efficiency ofthe steam cycle associated with the reactor.

1.1.4 Determination ofThe Maximum Neutron Flux

The value of the ma:cimum thermal neutron flux, rPo' appearing in Eq. 7.7 is not known a priori. A
separate calculation using the tot~.1 power of the reactor, PI ,which is a design criterion, should be
carried out. In practice, the total power for a non boiling reactor can be easily determined by
measuring the flow rate of the coolan, as well as its inlet and outlet temperatures to the reactor
core. Let us determine now the maximum thermal neutron flux for a homogeneous reactor
equipped with axial and radial reflectors.

Using Eqs. 7.5 and 7.7, we can vlrite the total power of the reactor as:

flH fR '" - flH fR r zP, =', q (r,z)21trdrdz =aER Lfm', 4l".lo(2.405-,)cos1t-,21trdrdz
-,H 0 -,H 0 R Ii

(7.11)

-
where Lfm is the macroscopic fission cross-section of the !t1.ixture for the thermal nelltrons. Since
the reactor is homogeneous, we can assume that all the recovered fission energy, ER , is deposited
in the core, i.e., a;= I. Knowing that:

(7.12)

we can easily integrate Eq. 7.11 and obtain:

(7.13)

or

(7.14)

, ,
Making the usual assumption for RJR =H/H = 0.83 , Eq. 7.14 becomes:

(7.15)

where Vis the volume of the core. The same result could also be obtained from Eq. 7.9. For a re
actor with axial and radial reflectors, we have found that:
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~ =2.35.

The total power of the reactor can be written as:

therefore,

- ~-
p, = ~ L fmERV= 2.;5 Lfm ERV

410 = 2.35 ~,
ER Lfm V

(7.16)

Substituting Eq. 7.15 into Eq. 7.7, we obtain the distribution of the thermal neutran flux:

~ = 2.35P, Jo(2.405l:,) cos It..f,
ERLrm V R H

(7.17)

The above equation can also be used to approximate the flux in a reactcr which consists of fuel

assemblies of n rods, provided that the value of Lfm is computed for an equivalent homogeneous
mix111re. Let us assume that there are N fuel assemblies in the reactor core and ea::h assembly con

sists of n rods of fu::l radius r. and length H. Indicating by Lft the macroscopic cross-section of
the fuel, the total fission cross-sectio!l of the entire core is:

-
The average value ofLrm in the core is then given by:

(7.18)

Substituting Eq. 7.18 into Eq. 7.17 we obtain:

(7.19)

It should be remembered that in heterogeneous reactors only a portion of the recoverable fission
energy, cr, is deposited in the fuel rod. The distribution of the heat sources in the reactor is ob-

- -
tained by introducing Eq. 7.19 into Eq. 7.5 and interpreting Lras Lfr :

'" 0.75crP, ( r) zq (r,z) = H 2 Jo 2.405-, COSlt-,.
roNn R H

(7.20)
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This is the global distribution of the heat sources or power density in the reactor core. The de
pendence ofq'" on r give the variation of th~ power density from rod assembly to rod assembly in
the core not across any individual assembly nor across the fuel rod as illustrated in Fig. 7.1b. We
~.ssume that q'" is constant in a fuel assembly as well as in a fuel rod. Although this assumption is
arguable for fuel assemblies, it does not introduce sigruficant errors in the heat transfer calcula-

• tions, especially for small diameter natural uranium or low enrichment fuel rods used in most
power reactors.

1.2 Thermal Study ofa Reactor Channel

A.s already pointed out, power reactors consist of fuel channels which contain natural or enriched
fuel and pressurized high temperature coolant. Tilt: simplest arrangement is a single cylindrical
fuel :od inserted in a circular cross-section channel. However, to achieve highest possible heat re
lease from the r<:actor while maintaining the maximum fuel temperature below the pemlissible
value, the heat transfer should be increased. For a given amo!:nt of fuel in the channel, the heat
transfer surface may be increased either by dividing it into a number of small diameter rods, or by
adding fins on the cladding of a sir.gle rod. The first solution is the one which is adopted by pres
surized light and heavy water reactors, and bei!ing water reactors. In these reactors, the fuel is in
the form of small-diameter rod bundles or assemblies. Adding fins on the cladding or subdividing
the fuel ir.tc small-diameter rod~ has a negative effer.t on the acutron balance because of the in
creased neutron absorption.

i.2. J Maximum and Average Line~i" Power ofthe Fuel Choline!

For the neutron flux distribution we have ~elected, it is evident that the maximum power density is
• _ at the center of the core, i.e., r =0 and ==O. In this case, both functions in Eq. 7.20 are unity

and the maximum valu~ is:

fI' O.75a.P1
qmax =

Hr~Nn

and the power density distributioa throughout the reactor can be written as:

(7.21)

From this equation, we can see that the power rl~nsity distribution in a fuel channel located at a
given radial distance is given by:

where

Iff III Z
q =qo COS1t-,

H
(7.22)

(7.23)

It is more convenient to write Eq. 7.22 as:
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'" /If 1Cll z '" zq = qo cos2-,H = qo cos2~H
2H

Using Eq. 7.24, the average power density in a fuel channel is written as:
•

(7.24)

(7.25)

The linear power distribution along the channel is obtained by multiplying Eq. 7.24 by the cross
section of the fuel:

, 2/1f Z' Z
q = mtroqo cos2f\H = qocos 2~H (7.26)

where n is the number of the rods in the fuel assembly. The integration of Eq. 7.26 along the
chal1nei yields the total fuel channel power:

(7.27)

• ~ Knowing that:

Eq. 7.27 can also be written as:

,
Pc =Hqav

1.2.2 Basic Equations for the Thermal Study ofa Fuel Channel

(7.28)

(7.29)

The basic equations for the thermal study of a fuel channel consist of the energy conservation
equations applied to the coclant, to the cladding and to the fuel with appropriate boundary condi
tions. In order to determine the coolant energy conservation equation, let us consider a single fuel
channel depicted in Fig. 7.2 and select a control volume which is laterally limited by the channei
wall and fuel, and axially by planes at z and z +dz. The selection of a single fuel channel does not
affect the generality of the approach. It can be easily extended to a multi-rod fuel bundle provided
that a strong mixing takes place between the laterally interconnected subchannels bounded by the
fuel rods or by the fuel rods and the channel walL The application of energy ccnservation principle
to the selected control volume yields:

(7.30)
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or
fI

pau +Gah = qcs
(7.31)a't GZ A

where: .
heat flux on the fuel element surface. kW/m"oC• qc

A channel flow area. m"

s he~ted perimeter. m

p fluid specific mass, kglm3

u ~pecific internal energy, kJlkg

h specific enthalpy. kJ/kg

't time. s.

Assuming that the heat conduction in the axial and angular directions are negligible compared to
that in the radial direction, the conduction equation derived in Chapter 1) yields the following
equations for the fuel:

h

8h
h+-dz

8z

ICOOLANT

FUEL

--11-----....-,1---

COOLANT 1

z+dz -.-

Figure 7.2 Fuel channel with single rod

I
v

1 a( at) If' a-- ktr-- +q = -(PtCtt)r ar a,,, o't (7.32)

and the cladding:
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I a(at) arkcar rar = a1:(pccct) (7.33)

where

I<r
•

k,

P
c

q

conductivity of the fuel; usually a strong function of the tempera
ture, W/moC,

conductivity of the cladding; it may be taken as constant, WImoC,

specific mass (f: fuel, c: cladding), kg/m3
,

specific heat, Jlkg ,

power density, W/m3
•

The boundary conditions are:

1. Inlet mass flo-",. rate, kg/so

2. Inlet temperature, °C.

:3. Inlet pressure, Pa or MPa; as a first approximation, the pressure losses can be neglected
beside the system pressure, this justifies the absence of the momentum conservation
equation.

4. Heat convection at the fuel element surface:

.. (7.34)

convective heat transfer, W/m2oC,
,

temperature on the outer surface of the cladding, °C,

temperature of the coolant, °C,

radius of the fuel element, m.

5. Heat transfer at the fuel-chdding interface:

where

h.
tf (r,,)

t, (ro) J

gap conductance, W/m2oC,

temperature at the surface of the fuel, °C,

temperature at the inner surface of the cladding, °C.

(7.35)

6. Continuity of the heat fluxes at the fuel-cladding interface:
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(7.36)

The numerical solution of Eqs. 7.31,7.32 and 7.33 with the above boundary conditions and appro-
• priate initial conditions yields the distribution of thll coolant tempt:rature in the axial direction and

the distribution of the radial and axial temperatures in the fuel and the cladding. Although we have
neglected the heat conduction in the axial direction, the variation of the temperature in the fuel
and cladding in this direction is due to the variation of thc coolant temperature and linear heat flux
along the channel.

1.2.3 Coolant Temperature Along the Fuel Channel

Assuming steady state conditions, Eq. 7.31 can b<: written as:

G' .dh 1/
:11- =qcs

dz
(7.37)

or
. dh I

m-=q
dz

(7.38)

r
z

dz

V. H
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where mis the mass flow rate and g' is the linear heat flux (or power density) whose variation
along the channel is given by EG. 7.26. Substituting g' in Eq. 7.38 by Eq. 7.26 and integrating the
resulting equation between the inlet of the channel (located at z = - tH )and a given location z

(Fig. 7.3) we obtain:

or

g~ H. (Sin211~ )
h = hi + m2/3 sm/3 sin/3 + 1

The combination ofEq. 7.39 with Eq. 7.27 yields:

_ . Pc (~n2~fl 'Jh - h, + 2' . A + I .m\. sm ...

Assuming that:

we can write Eq. 7.40 in th~ temperature form:

Pc (Sin 213~ )
I;: Ij +. . r~ + I

2mcp sm ...

.-
or knowing that the total channel power is given by:

in the following form:

(7.39)

(7.40)

(7.41)

(7.42)

(7.43)

(7.44)

where h. and I. are the coolant enthalpy and temperature at the channel exit, respectively.

Going back to Eq. 7.40 and subtracting from both sides the saturation enthalpy, hI' and dividing
both sides by the latent heat, hfg' we obtain:

h - hf _ hi - hf Pc (Sin 2/3~ )
h - h +2' h . A +1.Jg Jg m Jg sm ...

J
Using the definition of the thermodynamic equilibrium quality, which is:

h-hf
x=--

hfg

(7.45)
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we obtain the variation of the thermodynamic quality along the channel:

_ hj-hl Pc (Sin2J3~ )
x- h +2' h . n +1 .

'fg m '1g sm,..,
(7.46)

For our application, x may have positive or negative values. The different values of x are inter
preted as follows:

x<O
x=O
O<x<1
x=l
x>l

subcocled liquid,

saturated liquid,

saturated steam-water mixture,

saturated steam,

superheated steam.

1.2.4 Thermal Study ofthe Fuel Rod

The prediction of the behavior of a reactor core requires a sound knowledge of the temperature
distribution throughout the fuel clement during the steady state and transient conditions. In this
section, the temperat~redistributions in the radial and axial directions in a cylindrical fuel element

• .. under steady state conditions will be discussed.

1.2.4.1 Temperature ofthe Cladding

The principal cladding material in, light aild heavy water power reactors is Zircaloy-4 which is an
alloy of zirconium (98.38%), tin (1.3%), iron (0.22%) and chromium (0.10%). Stainless steel has
also been used as cladding material. The major drawback of the stainless steel is its relatively high
neutron absorption cross-section which requires an increase in the fuel enrichment. The stainless
steel is not suitable for CANDU reactor where natural uranium is used as fuel. In tum, Zircaloy.4
has a very low neutron absorption cross-section compared to stainless steel and now is used as
fuel clement cladding in all light and heavy water cooled power reactors. Table 7.4 gives certain
thermal properties ofZircaloy-4.

Table 7. 4Thermal Properties ofZircaloy-4

Density Conductivity Specific heat Melting point Limi~!ng

temperature

kglm3

6570

W/mK (at °C)

J 12.7 (300)

13.1 (400)

JlkgK (at °C)

328 (300)

357 (650)

°C

1850 40
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The temperature of the outside surface of the cladding is obtained by using the Newton cooling
law given in Chapter xx:

,

,
Ic-I=L

hcs
(7.47)

where Ie is the outside temperature of the cladding. he is the heat transfer coefficient and s is the
heated perimeter. Substituting Eqs. 7.44 and 7.26 into Eq. 7.47 and takir.g into account Eqs. 7.28
and 7.29, we obtiiin:

li+le fe-I;. ""AZ 1 Pc 13 2AZ
Ie =: ---:;-- + 2 . A SlnL.PH- +h .. H -=---ji COS I-"-H

- SIn P "c" SIn f-'

or

where we replaced the channel power Pc with Eq. 7.43 and called:

(7.48)

(7.19)

(7.50)

Eq. 7.49 gives the variation of the outside temperature of the cladding along the channeL This
temperature has a maximum which can be determin~d by taking the derivative of Eq. 7.49 and

• • equating it to zero:

die 2A Z 1· A Z
-==COS p---sm2jJ-==O
dz H Y H

j

or

y= tan2f3~.

The maximum temperature is then located at:

H
Zm = 213 arctan Y

and has for value:

Ii + te Ie - Ii [ . 1 ]
Ie max =Z-+ 2sinf3 sm(arctany)+ ycos(arctany) .

(7.51)

(7.52)

(7.53)

The maximum cladding temperature should be less then the maximum allowable temperature with
a reasonable safety margin. The maximum allowable temperature for Zircaloy-4 cladding is
380°C - 400 DC.
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The temperature distribution in the cladding in the radial direction at a given axial location is de
termined by using Eq. 7.33. Assuming steady state conditions this equation becomes:

,
.!l.(rdt ) = 0
dr dr

with ro<r<re (7.54)

where, as aiready pointed out, heat conduction in the angular and axial directions are neglected
compared to that in the radial direction. The integration ufEq. 7.54 yields:

te =Alnr+B. (7.55)

The constants A and B appearing in the above equation are determined by using ad hoc boundary
conditions. In the present case, the inner surface of the cladding is subject to a constant linear heat
flux, q' whereas the outer surface is kept at the temperature to' thus the boundary conditions car.
be written as:

. .

r= ro

r= rc

The constants A and B are evaluated as:

I dt
q =-21t roke dr'

t =Ie.

I

A=--q
2rr.ke

(7.56)

I

B = Ie + 2~ke lnrc

and the variation of the temperature through the cladding is given by:

,
q In re

I = fe + 2rr.k
e

r

The inner surface temperature of the c1addi:lg is obtained by setting r =ro :

,
I q re

Ie = le+-
2

kin,.rr. e 0

(7.57)

(7.58)

(7.59)

1.2.4.2 Gap COndllclance Between Ihe Fuel and Cladding
v

Because of its low conductance for heat (or high resistance to heat flow) a large temperature
drop, which is second to that in the ceramic fuel (VO,) takes place in the gap region between the
fuel and cladding. During the manufacturing of the fuel rods, a gap of about 0.08 mm is required
between the outer surface of the fuel and the inn<:r surface of the cladding in order to insert ea5ily
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the fuel pellets into the cladding tubes. In some reactors, such as CANDU, graphite powder has
been used to facilitate the insertion of the fuel pellets. The cbdding tubes are filled at atmospheric
pressure, but in an atmosphere of an inert gas such as helium to avoid the corrosion and to assure
a reasonable initial heat transfer. Since the gap between the surfaces is so small, the convection
currents can not develop in the gas. Therefore, at an early stage, after the introduction of the fuel

• element into reactor, the heat transfer in the gap region is by conduction through the filling gas.
Latter, because of the swelling and thermal expansion of the fuel which is more important than
that of the cladding, the gap region closes and direct contact between the surfaces at severa! dis
crete points takes place. Consequently, the heat transfer by conduction at these points should be
taken into account when modeling the heat tnmsfer through the gap region.

The gap heat transfer are usually expressed in terms of a gap heat transfer coefficient or conduc
tance, h•. If the temperature en the fuel surface and on the inner surface of the cladding are tf and
t'" respectively, then the linear heat flux across the gap is:

(7.60)

Based on the above arguments, the modeling of the gap heat transfer coefficient (gap conduc
tance) will be conducted for two general cas~s that eyist: open and closed gaps.

J. Open gap

If the fuel and cladding is not in physical contact, which is true for fresh fuel cr fuel operating at
very low linear power rate, the fuel stands freely within the cladding. In such a case, the heat

. _ transfer mechanisms ar e conduction through the filling gas and radiation. At the insertion of the
fuel into reactor, the filling gas, as already pointed out, is pure helium close to atmospheric pres
sure. After staying in the reactor for long period of time, the fission product gases such as krypton
and xenon released from fuel start filling the gap region and mixing with the helium. The accumu
lation of the gas in the gap region increases the pressure in this region, i.e., the pressure within the
fuel element. Towards the end ofthe fuel life in the reactor, this pressure can be as high as 7.5
MPa and the gas that conducts the heat from fuel to cladding is a mixture of helium, krypton
(-15%) and xenon (-85%). .

If the space between the fuel and the cladding is much larger than the mean free path of the atoms
at the prevailing temperature and pressure, the gap conductance, taking also into account the heat
exchange by radiation between the exposed surfaces, is giyen by:

(7.61)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, 0 is the gap thickness, a is the Stefan-Soltzman
g.~ g

constant, and Ef and Ec are the surface emissivities of the fuel and cladding, respectively. For
small gaps where a temperature gradient is also sustained, a steep change in the gas temperature is
observed in the regions close to the solid surfaces. The variation of the gas temperature in the gap
region is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. This steep change takes place within a mean free path from the
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Figure 7.4 Temperature profile in the gap region and temperature jump

walls and is called "the temperature jump." From the figure it can be seen that the extrapolation of
the temperature profile in the bulk of the gas intersects the fuel and the cladding temperature in
the solids at distances of and oc·,respectively. These distances are called "temperature jump dis
tances" and should be added to '. the actual gap thickness in order to predict the correct fuel
cladding temperature difference by using the Fourier conduction law. The conductance for narrow
gaps (few mean free path) is then given by:

(7,62)

Kennard (1938) gives the temperature jump distance as:

J,

where

(7.63)

mean free path in the gas
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r ratio of cp fcv for the gas

c
p

specific heat at constant pressure

Cv spedfic heat at constant volume

Il viscosity of the gas

k conductivity of the gas

The quantity a in Eq. 7.63 is called thermal accommodation coefficient of the gas in contact with
a solid surface. This coefficient takes into account the incomplete energy interchange between the
gas molecules and the solid surface, and is given by:

Tr-Ta= I

Ts -- T;
(7.64)

where, 1; is the temperature of molecules that strikes the solid, T, is the temperature of the solid
and T, is the temperature of the reflected molecules. CL is usually less than I; when it is equal to
unity, the reflected molecules are perfectly in equilibrium with the solid. It is interesting to note
that the roughness of the solid surface increases the vlllue of the thermal accommodation coeffi
cient by making pcssible multiple collisions of an impinging gas atom with the solid before the
former escapes from the surface.

The mean free path appearing in Eq. 7.63 is given by:

. .
1..= !::'2.L

P 273
(7.65)

where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, p gas pressure in bar and A.. is the property of the
gas that depends on the molecular or atomic diameter. For helium A..=1.74xlO·' oar-cm and for
xenon A..=3.6xI0-6 bar-cm. The mean free path in helium at I bar pressure and at room tempera
ture is 0.2 Ilm; for xenon at 10 bars pressure and 1000 K the mean free path is 0.01 Ilm. For a
fresh fuel, the gap width is typically -80 Ilm. Consequently, 0/ andoc , which are in the order of
magnitude mean free path, can be neglected in comparison with the gap thickness until the gap
closes and the solids make contact.

The radiation component ofthe gap conductance appearing in Eq. 7.62 is usually small under nor
mal operating conditions. Therefore, this component can be neglected in comp3.rison with the
conduction component and for small gap Eq. 7.62 takes the following form:

(7.66)

1
Kampf and Karsten'(1970) gave the following relationship of the conductivity of the pure gases:

kg =A· 1O-6To.79 WfcmK (7.67)
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where T is the average gas temperature in the gap in Kelvin and A is a constant and is equal to
15.8 for helium, 1.97 for argon, 1.15 for krypton and 0.72 for xenon. The thermal conductivity of
a mixture of two gases that develops in the gap region as a result of release of fission gases from
the fuel is approximated by (Kampf and Karsten, 1970):

• (7.68)

.-

where k 1 andk2 are the conductivity of the gases and Xl and X2 are the mole fractions of the
same gases.

2. Closed gap

In practice, because of the fuel swemng, differential expar.sion o[ the fuel and the pressure exerted
by the coolant 011 the outside wrface of the cladding the gap tends to close. In tum, the pressure
built-up ill the region because of the accumulation of the fission gases and fuel diameter reduction
due te the fuel densification the gap tends to open. However, the effects which try to close the
gap are much more important than those which try to open the gap. Consequently, the gap thick
ness will be considerably reduced and because of the rouglmess of the fuel and cladding surfaces,
soiid-to-solid contact between them will be established at high points. Under this condition, heat
transfer in the gap region occurs through the points of solid contact and across the now discon
tinuous gas gap bet·...·een these points of contact. Fig. 7.5 depicts how the closed gap may look
like.

SOLID-SOLID CONTACT FISSION GAS POCKET

Figure 7.5 Closed fuel-cladding gap

For a closed gap, different components of the conductance are:

1. Gas conductance through discontinuous gap, h•.

2. Conduction through the solid-to-solid contact points, h•.

3. Radiation through the discontinuous gap, h,.
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Based on the work of Cetinkale and Fisherden (1951), Ross and Stout (1962) gave for the con
ductance due to solid-to-solid contact the following relationship:

,
where

A

Icr
k,

Pi
H

o

(7.69)

dimensional constant, m" (=10 m" ),

conductivity of the fuel, W/moC,

conductivity ofthe cladding, W/moC,

surface COilt~.ct pressure, N/m2
,

Meyer hardness number of the ~ofler material, N/m2

raot-mean-square of contact material surface roughness and given by:
I

0= [(of +0~)i2J', m,

surface roughness of the imerface material, m.

Ross and Stout (1962) assumed that the thickness of a closed gap is related to the surface rough
ness as:

(7.70)

where C is a constant which depends on the interface pressure; they proposed the following ccrre
'- lation for this constant:

C = 2.75 - 2.55xlO-8pi (7.71)

where Pi is the pressure at the in~erface in N/m2
. Substituting Eq. 7.70 into Eq. 7.62 and neglect

ing the radiation, the authors obtained:

(7.72)

Ross and Stout (1962) estirr.ated the values of (o["f- oc) for various gases by comparing the
analysis with experimental data. These values for different gases are listed in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 Temperature jump distances for various gases (Ross and Stoute, 1962)

Gas 0(+0" m Temperature range, °C

Helium 1 10xl0" 150-250v

Argon 5xl0" 180-320

Krypton lxl0" 180-330

Xenon lx10" 180-330
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The total conductance, h~., of a closed gap is obtained by adding Eqs. 7.69 and 7.72, and taking
into aCCOl:nt heat exchanges by radiation (if required) between the fuel and cladding:

•
(7.73)

Under normal operating conditions, the radiation component of the gap conductance can be
ignored.

1.2.4.3 Swface Temperalure oflhe Fuel

Combining Eqs. 7.59 and 7.60, we obtalO the surface temperature of the fuel the following ex
pression:

,
q In rc q

1/=lc+-2 k '+2 h .
1t c 0 nro con

(7.74)

The variation of Ie is given by Eq. 7.49; replacing this equation into the above equation and taking
into consideration Eqs 7.26 and 7.27, we obtain:

.-
(7.75)

or calling:

(7.76)

we can write Eq. 7.76 as:

(7.77)

The location of the maximum temperature can be ea~ily found by deriving Eq. 7.77 with respect
to z:

or

oIf z 1· z
- =cos2~---sm2~- =0
OZ H y' H

H ,
Zm = 2~ arctan y .

(7.78)

(7.79)
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Substituting Eq. 7.79 into Eq. 7.77, we obtain the maximum temperature as:

t[max = t.; t; + ~'s~tp[sin ( arctany') +:' cos (arctany') J.
, Calling X =: arctany' and knowing that y' = tanX, we can write Eq. 7.80 as:

t;+t. t.-t; (. X 1 X)
t[max = -2- + 2 sin /3 sm + tanXCos

or using the trigonometric relationship:

sinX= tanX

Jt +tan2X
as

Fr )21;+1. I.-I; I
I[ma.x = -2- + 2 sin /3 I +ly'

(7.80)

(7.81)

(7.82)

(7.&3)

An examination of the above equation in conjunction with Eqs. '7.50 and 7.76 shows that the t
f
_

decrease with increasing convective heat transfer coefficient and gap conductance..

1.2.4.4 Temperature Distribution in the Fuel

• - We will now determine the radial temperature distribution in the fuel and discuss the variation of
the fuel centerline temperature along the channel. In the determination of the radial tempera~ure

distribution, we will make the following assumptions:

1. The neutron flux is uniform within the fuel pellet, therefore, the heat generation rate also
can be assumed as uniform; latter we will also discuss the case where there i. a neutron
flux depression within the.fuel.

2. There is no angular variaiion in the convective heat transfer coefficient and gap conduc
tance; therefore, no significant angular temperature gradient exists in the fuel.

3. The axial conduction of heat is small compared to that in the radial direction; since length
to diameter ratio is usually higher than 20, this assumption is quite reasonable.

4. The steady state conditions prevail.

Under the above conditions, the heat conduction equation (Eq. 7.32) can be written as:

J
1(d dt) 11/- -k[r- +q =0.r dr dr (7.84)

Integrating once the above equation we get:
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dt ",,-2kfr-+q -+A =0
dr 2

(7.85)

(7.86)

•
Let us assume that the fuel has an internal cavity of radius r, which is not cooled. Therefore, there
is no heat flux at r, and the corresponding boul'!dary condition is written as:

...

II dtIqr=r, =- kr;r = C.
r r=rl

D:;ing this boundary condition, the constant A in Eq. 7.86 can be easily determined:

III 2q r·
A=---'

2

The integration ofEq. 7.86 between rand ro , which is the outside fuel diameter, yields:

IfI Ilf

II! k d q (2 .,) q 2 r0

f t=-- ro -' +-r.ln
I 4 2 I r

or

For a fuel pellet where rj = 0, Eq. 7.90 becomes:

(7.87)

(7.88)

(7.89)

(7.90)

(7.91)

A relationship between the temp~rature at the center (I'), at the surface (9 and the radius of the
fuel can be obtained by setting in Eq. 7.91 r =0:

this equation can "Iso be written as:

(7.92)

j
(7.93)

where q' is the linear power (or heat flux) which is given by:

f 2 !If

q =rcroq
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It is interesting to note that the temperature difference across the solid fuel pellet is fixed by the
linear heat flux and independent of the pellet radius. Thus a limit on the linear heat flux is directly
imposed by a design requirement on the maximum temperature. The integral on the left of
Eq. 7.93 is called tIthe conductivity integral." It is particularly useful when the conductivity varies
substantially with temperature; its utility is due to the following properties:

• 1. It is directly related to the linear power of the fuel which can be determined by coolant
calorimetric or post irradiation bumup analysis.

2. The central temperature of the rod. which is the upper limit of the conductivity integrai. is
independent of the rod diameter.

3. The upper limit of the conductivity integral can be taken ~s a variable. the differemiatio:1
yieids the thermal conductivity.

4. By addition. the conductivity integral can be normalized to any temperature as the lower
limit of integration; thus. normalized to 0 Cle. it becomes:

(7.94)

5. ror design purposes, the integral can be used to estimate the centerline temperature of the
fu~1 for specified power cOllditions.

1. Metallic fuels

• _ TJrarium metal is a very poor reactor fuel; it shows substantial dimensionai changes under irradia
tion and thermal cycling. Highly irradiated fuel rod may show an axial growth as high as 60 % of
its original length. This dimensional instability is due to the properties of the a phase, which is
present below 665°C. The a phase is anisotropic, consequently under irradiation and thermal cy
cling, the uranium rod will display substantial expansion !f1 the axial direction and contraction in
the radial direction. Because of-this dimensional instability, the cladding may fail and the fuel is
exposed to the coolant. Uranium metal is highly reactive chemically with light and heavy water.
Exposure of the failed fuel to water at 290°C for few hours will completely destroy the fuel ele
ment. However, uranium metal is compatible with gas coolants such as carbon dioxide and he
lium. Alioying materials such as Zr, Cr, Mo. Fe, etc. are capable of limiting the dimensional
instability but they are often found to cause excessive parasitic neutron capture, especially for
thermal neutrons. For the above reasons, uranium metal fuel or its alloys are not used in PWR,
BWR and CANDU reactors. However, metal uranium and its alloys are used in low temperature
and in gas cooled reactors

The conductivity of metal uranium as well as its alloys vary with temperature. Table 7.5 gives the
conductivity of metal uranium as well as the conductivity of uranium dioxide and uranium carbide.
We observe that the:conductivity ofmetal uranium varies moderately between 100°C and 750°C.
Therefore in the determination of the fuel temperature distribution, we can assume that the con
ductivity is constant and use a reasonable average value. The conductivity of the pure metal ura
nium as a function of temperature in °C is given by:
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(7.95)

and for an alloy ofU-Mo at 1% by

•
(7.96)

Table 7.6 Cunductivity offuel materials

Temperature U:-anium UOc Thoriwn Th~ UC
OF

K "" Btu!hr pd ofc,
15.80 4.5 21.75 '1.29 14.'17200

300 15.40 22.18 6.25 14.07.
17.00 3.5 22.60 S.J.1. 13.48. 400 '.~

•••' eo ,.'

23.00 4.61 13.02500 17.50
~CO 18.10 2.8 23.45 4.0J 12.6#'

700 19.62 23.90 3.59 12.39

800 19.20 2.5 24.30 3.2.1 12.19
900 19.'10 24.65 2.91 12.02

1000 20.25 2.2 25.75 2.68 11.91. ~

1100 20.75 25.60 2.47

1 200 21.20 2.0 26.13 2.30 1l.82

1300 21;60 2.11

1 400 22.00 1.6 2.07 11.16
! ~

1.90 11.701600 • .. 1.5

1 £100 1.4 1.80 11.67
~

2 000
;

1.3 1.70 11.57

2 200 1.2 1.69

2400 1.1 1.68

2 600 1.1

3 200 1.1

For a constant conductivity, Eq. 7.91 can be easily integrated to obtain the radial temperature dis
tribution in the fuel:

(7.97)
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The centerline temperature ofthe fuel is obtained by setting r = 0:

(7.98)

'In tum, using Eqs. 7.26, 7.28, 7.29 and 7.77, we obtain the variation of the center Hne tempera
ture along the channel as:

.-

ti + t. t. - ti (. A Z 1 A Z ')
to=-2-+2sin~ sm2tJH + y"COS2tJH)

where

The maximum centerline temperature is located at

H "
Zmax =2~ arctan y

and the value of this maximum is:

(7.99)

(7.100)

(7.101)

(7.102)

II. Ceramic fuels !,,
Uranium dioxide, a ceramic material, is used as fuel in commercial power reactors because of its
dimensional stability, adequate re~istance to radiation and high melting point. In addition, uranium
dioxide does not react chemically with hot light or heavy water. It is the latter property which
makes the uranium dioxide attractive as fuel in water-cooled reactors. Uranium dioxide retains
also a large portion of the fission gases as long as its temperature is less 1000 °e. The major dis
advantage of uranium dioxide is its low conductivity which causes high temperatuie gradie!1ts in
the fuel (in the order uf magnitude of 10· °C/m) and high centerline temperature (between 2000
and 2400 0C). The melting temperature of uranium dioxide is approximately 2800 °e.
N. already pointed out, the cylindrical fuel pellets are manufactured by compacting under high
pressure a finely ground V02 powder. The pellets are then sintered in a neutral or reducing atmos
phere (to avoid the oxygen uptake) at a temperature of about 1700 °e for a predetermined length
of time to increase J.he density. By controlling the sintering conditions, material of any desired
density between 80% and 98% of the theoretical density can be produced; usually the density of
the pellet is about 90% of the theoretical density. The pellets, after grinding to specified dimen
sions, are inserted into a zircalloy tubing and sealed by welding the end cap.
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During irradiation, under the effect of high temperature and temperature gradients, sintered ura
nium dioxide fuel pellets undergo significant alterations in the morphology. These high tempera
tures and gradients produce a rapid diffusion of the oxides toward the low temperature region of
the pellets and reciprocating movement of the voids (or pores of the sintered material) toward the
high temperature region, i.e., toward the center. The result is the restructuring of the fuel pellet in

I characteristic zones: columnar grains, equiaxed grains and unchanged fuel, and possibly the for
mation of a central circular void as shown in Fig. 7.6. In the "unchanged region" where the tern-

EQUIAXED GRAINS
(1400·C< t <1700·C)

AS FABRICATED
(t<1400"C)

COLUMNAR GRAINS
- (1)1700'C)

.-

Figure 7.6 Restructuring of an oxide fuel pellet during the high temperature irradiation

peratures are too low to cause any restructuring, the fuel keeps, practically, its initial fine grain
structure. Moving inward from the unchanged region, we find a band of equiaxed grains. In this
region, the temperature (that is above the sintering temperature) rather than the temperature gra
dient is the significant parameter. In this zone, the initial fine grains of the as fabricated oxides
grow many times of their original size and "equiaxed grains" with a random orientation are
formed. Nearer the center, where the thermal gradient is large, there is a region characterized by
large columnar graiils. The boundaries of these grains are delineated by fine radial streaks. The
radial boundaries of the columnar grains are the trails of the pores present in the as-fabricated fuel
material or fission gas bubbles that migrated up to the temperature gradient. In the normal opera
tion of water cooled reactors only equiaxed growth has been observed. However, under high
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power ratings as in the fast reactors, the fuel restructuring is more extensive and all the above de
scribed regions, includin3 the central void have been observed.

B~sides the fuel restructuring, the large thermal gradients lead to thermal stesses. In tum, these
stresses lead to radial cracking of the pellets during operation. However, the cracking does not

• seem to cause any significant deterioration in fuel performance provided that the pellets are suita
bly restrained by the cladding. One of the main limitation on the performance of uranium dioxide
fuel is the swelling caused by the formation of two fission product atoms for every fissile atom de
stroyed and mainly by the gaseous fission products. At low and moderate bumups, the swelling is
not significant and varies rcughly linearly with bumup. Above a critical bumup, the swelling in
creases markedly and continued exposure of the fuel leads to unacceptable dimensional changes.
The critical burn!Jp can be increased by using slightly less dense uranium dioxide or by providing
more cladding restraint. The critical bumup for unrestrained uranium dioxide at normal PWR op
erating conditions is shown in Fig. 7.7 as a fhnction of the void (pore population) within the fuel
(Tong, 1967). This figure clearly shows that the critical bumup increases with decreasing fuel
density (or increasii'lg void). A value of about 17xlO' MWdltonne is obtained with a fuel of97%
of the theoretical density, and a value of 42xIO' MWdltonne results for a value of 93% of the
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Figure 7.7 Effect of the void within the fuel on the critical burnup

theoretical fuel density. The theoretical density is the density of a poreless solid. The critical bur
nup also depends on the operating temperature of the fuel.

Thermal conductivity ofuranium dioxide

Because of the wide use of uranium dioxide as reactor fuel, its properties in general and its con
ductivity in particular have been subject to numerous investigations. Despite these investigations,
the thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide is not known with a satisfactory accuracy. It is ob
served that the conductivity of the ceramic fuels depends on the temperature, on the porosity and
on the bumup.
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As already discussed, the oxide fuel is fabricated by sintering pressed uranium dioxide powder at
high temperature. By controlling the sintering conditions, material at a density usually around
95% of the maximum possible or theoretical density of the solid is produced. This means that the
5% of the material will be occupied by pores (or voids). The conductivity of porous materials de
creases with increasing porosity. Hence, low porosity is desirable to maximize the conductivity.

, However, we know that, fission gases produced during the irradiation tend to swell, i.e., deform
the fuel. In order to accommodate the fission gases and limit the swelling a certain degree of po
rosity is required (usually about 5%). The porosity is defined as:

Vp V- Vsa=-=
V V

(7.103)

where V is the total volume ofthe pellet, Vp is the volume of the pores and V, is the volume of the
solid. Based on this definition, the density of the oxide fhel is written as:

p = p.(1-a)+ pga (7.104)

where p. and pg are the specific mass of the solid (fuel material) and the gas respectively. In Eq.
7.104, pga« Ps(l- a) and P. is nothing else but the thecreticai density, Pm, thus we write:

Pa=I-
Pm

(7.105)

The ratio p/PTD is the relative density. The theoretical density of uranium dioxide is 1097 kg/m';
the relative density is usually 0.95. The Maxwell-Eucken (1932) fonnula is usually used to deter
mine the effect of the porosity on the conductivity of oxide fuels:

(7.106)

where k is the conductivity of th~ porous fuel, kTD is the conductivity of the at theoretical density
and 13 is the pore shape factor (13 = 0.5 for fuel of relative density 0.9 and above; 13 = 0.7 for fuels
"flower relative density).

Fig. 7.8 illustrates data obtained on the thermal conductivity of unirradiated uranium dioxide as a
funt;tion of temperature. Data on the conductivity obtained from different sources were corrected
to 95% theoretical density using the following relationship:

k k 0.95
95% = m-

I
--a

(7.107)

where k. is the meaSured conductivity. Despite this correction, experimental data show a substan
tial dispersion. Belle et at. (1967) showed that this scatter was substantially reduced by using
Eq. 7.106. On the other hand, Godfrey et al. (1964) and May et al. (1962) noted that the conduc
tivity of uranium dioxide increased as the oxygen-uranium ratio (0fU) is reduced. This stoi
chiometric effect can account some of the data scatter observed in Fig. 7.8. Numerous
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correlations are available for the thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide. Only few of these cor
relations account for fuel burnup. As reported by Fenech (1981), based on the data appearing in
Fig. 7.8, Lyon proposed for an uranium dioxide of 95% of theoretical density the following
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Figure 7.8 The thermal conductivity of unirradiated uranium dioxide
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correlation:

k 0 = 38.24 +6125xlO-13(1+273)3 WlcmoC
95% 402.4 + t .

(7.108)

• where t is the temperature in °c. Since the above correlation is established for a density ratio of
0.95, its application to other density ratios requires the following correction which can be easily
obtained from equation from Eq. 7.106:

...1-= 1.025 I-a
kw/o 0.95 1- a13 . (7.109)

As we aiready pointed out, besides the temperature and the density, the conductivity of the ura
nium dioxide is also affected by toe burtlup. A survey by Belle et al. (1967) to take into account
the burnup effect as well as the density effect yielded the following correlation:

W/m °C (7.110)

where:
T= 1.81+491.7; tisthe temperature inoC,

F: burnup (fission/cm')xIO'20
•

. _ Once the dependence of uranium dioxide on temperature is known, Eq. 7.90 or 7.91 can be easily
integrated to obtain an equation whose solution yields the temperature profile in the fuel element.

It is very difficult to conduct experiments to determine the conductivity of uranium dioxide in the
reactor. The insertion of a number of thermocouples at differem radial positions is not an easy
task and the measurements are subject to a high degree ofuncertainty because of the low thermal
conductivity and very high temperature gradients that exist in the fuel. Instead it is more conven
ient to have one measurement in the center of the fuel pellet where the temperature gradient is
low. The temperature at the surface of the fuel is deduced from the cladding temperature either by
measuring this temperature or calculating from the coolant temperature and local heat generation
rate. The measurement is, therefore, the integral of conductivity rather than conductivity. The in
tegral of conductivity is given by Eq. 7.93. This integral is independent of precise knowledge of
the conductivity or fuel tcmperature profile. Besides the fuel surface temperature, the linear heat
flux should also be known. Special thermocouples have been used to measure the center tempera
tures up to 2200 °C; however, the number of high temperature measurements are rather limited.
An other way, which is very often used, is based on the indirect determination of the fuel center
temperature by tying this temperature to the melting point or to the observable change in the ura
nium dioxide structl,lre such as grain pattern modifications. About 1500 °C, the uranium dioxide
recrystalizes and a~ already discussed, the new grains are equiaxed. About 1800 °C columnar
grains are formed. The melting of uranium dioxide occurs at 2885 °C. Based on the above infor
mation, the conductivity integral has been determined and reported by Lyons et al. (I966, 1972)
and Ogawa et a!. (1968). Lyon et a!. (1966) reported that the average value of the integral of
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conductivity from 0 °C to melting point for sintered uranium pellet of 95% theoretical density is
93.5 w/cm, i.e.,

J1865 kdl =93 5 Wlcm.o . (7.111)

•Fig. 7.9 represents the temperature dependence of the conductivity integral. Using this informa-
tion and the following equation:

/

JI. kdl-JI/ kdl =!f
o 0 41t

(7.112)
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Figure 7.9 Conductivity integr~1 for uranium dioxide pellets with 95% theoretical density,
Lyon (1966)

which results from the combination of Eqs. 7.93 and 7.94, the centerline temperature can be de
tennined as follows:

1. using Fig. 7.9 and the surface temperature of the fuel pellet determine the integral:

J~ kdl,

2. since q' is knbwn, detennine using Eq. 7.112 the integral:

rio kd
.0 I,
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3. using again Fig. 7.9 determine the centerline temperature of the fuel pellet.

1.2.4.5 T:!mperature Distribution in a Fuel Rodwilh Neutron Flux Depression

In practice, in a fuel rod the heat generation rate is reduced when progressed toward its center.
This is due to the fact that the thermalization of the fast neutrons takes place in the moderator. As

• the thermal neutrons enter the fuel rod from outside, some are absorbed in tho:: outer part of the
fuel, and thus the neutron flux is lower in the center. This called neutron flux depression. The the
ory of neutron diffusion shows that the thermal neutron flux distribution in the radial direction
witl'in 'I fuel rod in a uniform lattice is given by:

(7.113)
where:

$0 value of the thennal neutron flux on the center line of the fuel,

1
0

zero order modified Bessel function of the first kind,

1< the inverse of the thermal diffusion length in the fuel.

Since the heat wurces in the fuel, q'" , are proportional to the neutron flux, their distribution is
given by:

(7.114)

Under above conditians, Eq. 7.84 is writtefl as:

. - (7.115)

Integrating this equation once and knowing that:

(7.116)

we obtain:

(7.117)

Integration of Eq. 7.117 for a second time and knowing that:

we obtain for the int~gral of conductivity the following relationship:

11/ 'I(

f kdt=- Q02 Jr Kl,(1<r)dr= q02[lo(1<ro)-lo(Kr)]
// K ro K

(7.118)

(7.119)
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or for the fuel centerline temperature:

'"f'· kdl = q02 [Io(Kro)- 1].
I{ K

(7.120)

Defining an average heat source (power density) over the entire cross-section of the fuel rod as:

. .

fr /If d._'" o·q2'11:rr 2fr.",
q= -=- qrdr

f~· 2'11: rdr r~ 0

and taking into consideration Eqs. 7.114 and 7.116 we can write that:

1'1

_'" 2qoI1(Kro)
q = Kro

Suhstitution of the above equation into Eqs. 7.119 and 7.120 yields:

and

where q' is the linear density give.i1 by:

, ~f1I

q = 'II: roq .

Ifwe let

(7.121)

(7122)

(7.123)

(7.124)

(7.125)

Eq. 7.124 becomes:

J

,

f'· kdl = f!L.
I{ 4'11: (7.126)

The termjis caned "flux depressionjaclor" and it is a function of the fuel enrichment and fuel rod
diameter. for natural uranium used in CANDU reactors and for low enriched uranium (-2.5%)
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used in PWR reactors, the value of f is slightly smaller than 1. For higher enrichments, I-values
become increasingly smaller than 1. The meaning of f becomes clearer when we, compare
Eqs. 7.93 and 7.126. We observe that the power associated with given surface and center tem
perature is greater for non uniform than for uniform heat generation; the ratio of two heat rating is
f. Obviously when I is close to unity error made by assuming constant heat source is relativeiy

• moderate. However, this effect should not be ignored since it can mean an increase of several per
centage in reactor power output. Table 7.7 gives an idea on.fvalues for a uranium dioxide pellet
of95% theoretical density and 9.4 mm in diameter.

Table 7.7J-values for a fuel pellet of 9.4 mm diameter (Robertson, 1959)

Enrichment, % 2 Ii".ro) - I
Kro h(Kro)

o 1

5 0.94

10 0.87

15

20

0.79

0.72

1.2.5 Concluding Remarks on the Fuel Channel Temperatures

A plot of the coolant temperature (Eq. 7.44), the outer surface of the cladding (Eq. 7.49), the sm-
• _ face temperature of the fuel (Eq. 7.77) and centerline temperature of the fuel (Eq. 7.99) along the

channel is given in Fig. 7.10. From this figure we observe that the coolant temperature increases
continuously from the inlet value to the exit value. However. the temper~tureof the outer surface
of the cladding, the sunace of the fuel and the temperature of the fuel centerline rise along the
channel and reach maximum values in the second half of the channel beyond the "mid-plane of the
fuel channel. Th~re are two reas'ons why the maximum temperatures occur there rather than at
mid-channel where the power density (or heat sources) or linear power density (or linear heat
flux) is the highest. Fir~t, the temperature of the coolant continues to increase steadily past the
mid-plane. Second, the linear power is a cosine fhnction and decreases very slowly in the vicinity
of the channel mid-plane. But the linear power specify the difference between the temperatures of
outer surface of cladding and coolant, fuel surface and -::oolant, and fuel centerline and coolant.
Therefore, with increasing coolant temperature, the fuel elem~nt temperatures should also in
crease to ensure the required heat flow. Furt:ler along the channel, the linear power begins to drop
more rapidly than the increase of coolant temperature and , consequently, the fuel element tem
peratures start decreas~ng. it is this combined effect of a rising coolant temperature and a decreas
ing linear power that gives rise to and determines the position of the maximum temperature. It is
also interesting to note as we move away from fuel center the maximum temperatures shift toward
the exit ofthe fuel coannel (Fig. 7.10). To understand the reason of this shift, we wilJ combine Eq.
7.100 with Eqs. 7.50, 7.76 and 7.43 and write as:
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Figure 7.10 Axial temperature distribution in a fuel channel: 1. coolant, 2. outer sunace of the

cladding, 3. fuel surface and 4. fuel centerline

.l=2[3cp m( 1 +_I_lnrc+ 1 +_I_'j
y" H ~2rcrchc 2rckc ro 2rcrohcon 4rckJ

,

(7.12"1)

The first term in the parenthesis is the thermal resistance between the outside surface of the clad
ding and the coolant, the second term is the resistance of the cladding, the third term id the resis
tance of the gap region and the forth term is the resistance of the fuel. The leading term
2[3 cp m/ , is constant for a given geometry of a channel and operating conditions. Conse
quently l/y II is proportional to the thermai ~esis!ance between the fuel centerline and coolant. As
we move away from the fuel centerline, the thermal ~esistance decreases, therefore:

or J

1 1 1
y<,</i

Y y

f II

Y>Y >Y . (7.128)

Since the location of the maximum temperature is given by an equation of the following type:
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Zmax = a arctar. (7.129)

, -

where b = (yor y', or y"), Zmax increases as b increases and the maximum temperature shifts
funher downstream of the mid-plane of the channel. In summary, the location of the maximum

• temperature is related to the thermal resistance and it shifts further downstream of the channel
mid~plane as this resistance decreases. Based on the above discussion, we also argue that increas
ing the cO;Jvective heat transfer coefficient, he' or decreasing the coolant ma~s now rate shifts the
point of maximum cladding temperature further away from the fuel channel mid-plane. z""" is inde
pendent of the power density.

Before clcsing the discussion, we should emphasize the following points:

1. The knowledge of the cladding and the fuel centerline temperatures is important since to
gether with critical heat flux, discussed in Chapter xx, they imposes limitations on the
maximum allowable heat generation in the fuel element

2. In general, the axial power density profile in a fuel channel is not in the form given by
Eq. 7.24 due to fuel and moderator density variations, to the insertion of the control rods
and in the CAt'IDU reactors due to the loading aad unloading of the fuel bundles.

3. COtltrarily to the assumption we have made, the physical properties of the coolant are not
constant. The viscosity depends strongly on the temperature. The dependence en the tem
perature is also tru", for specific mass, specific heat and conductivity but at a lesser degree.
The heat transfer c.oefficient is usually given by a correlation in the following form:

(7.130)

is affected by the changes in the physical properties. However, by examitling this correla
tion, we can infer that any changes in physical properties (namely viscosity) will not reflect
entirely on the heat transfer coefficient because of the exponents m and n which are le.s
than 1. In general, it is f(lund that if the physical properties are based on the arithmetic
mean of the inlet and exit coolant temperature some error on the heat transfer coefficient
should be expected (typically 5 to 10%). For a greater accuracy a numerical integration of
the conservation equations should be performed along the fuel channel in order to make
necessary adjustments to the physical properties as the temperature changes. This observa
tion is panicularly true for liquid coolants. For gas cool:mts, thl:: errors are less severe and
can be expected around 3%. When numerical integration is performed, the calculations are
refined by using the temperature from tb first iteration to define the properties for the
second iteration.

1.3 Pressure Drop in Fuel Channels and Pumping Power
J

In this section we will discuss the pressure drop through the channel, the pumping power required
to circulate the coolant and net mechanicl:l power ofa fuel channel.

1.3.1 Pressure Drop Through the Fuel Channel
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As the coolant flows through the fuel channels in a reactor core, it suffers pressure drop due to
the friction between the coolant and walls, to the acceleration as the specific mass of the coolant
decreases with increasing temperature, and due to the gravity, if applicable. Acceleration pressure
drop is usually small in a liquid cooled reactor but may be significant in a gas cooled reactor or in
a reactor where phase change (boiling) takes place.

•The total pressure drop gradient in a fuel channel (pressure drop over a unit length is given by:

where:

p
..
'w

D

G

v

p

g

pressure, N/m2
,

wall shear stress, N/m2
,

diameter or hydraulic diameter of the channel, m,

mass flux of the coolant, kg/m2s,

specific volume of the coolant, m'/kg,

specific mass of the coolant, kg/m',

acceleration of the gravity, m/s2
.

(7.131)

The first term on the right hand side ofEq. 7.131 is the pressure drop due to frictional effects dis
'. cussed in Chapter xx, the second term is the acceleration pressure drop and the third term is the

gravitational or elevation pressure drop. From Chapter xx, the frictional pressure drop gradient
can be written as:

(7.132)

wheref is the friction factor; in the same chapter several correlations were proposed to estimate
the value of this factor.

The total pressure drop along the channel, is obtained by integrating Eq. 7.131 over the channel
length:

(7.133)

As already pointed out, if the coolant is a liquid and there is no boiling in the fuel channel, the ac
celeration pressure &rop is small compared to frictional pressure thus, it can be neglected. For
horizontal fuel channels, seen in CANDU reactors, the gravitational pressure drop is also zero.
This pressure drop, even in vertical channels, is usually small compared to frictional pressure
drop. Under these conditions, the total pressure drop will consists of only frictional pressure drop
and Eq. 7.133 after combining with Eq. 7.132 becomes:
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(7.134)

where H is the fuel channel length. During the integration of Eq. 7.133 it is assumed that the
, physical properties such as the viscosity and specific mass are constant and, are evaluated at the

average channel temp~rature. Otherwise, Eq. 7.133 can only be integrated by numerical methods.

For gases, neglecting the gravity pressure drop, Eq. 7.133 after combining it with Eq. 7.132 is
written as:

(7.135)

The friction factor,/, is usually prcportional to Re.(J·l . The viscosity is the only physical parameter
which can influence the value of the Renolds number aiong the fuei channel with uniform flow
cross-section. In a gas, the viscosity changes rather slowly with teulperature, hence the change inf
along the channel will be even smaller. Therefore, a value offdetermined using the average tem
perature of the coolant would be appropriate. The specific volume of a gas can be written as:

. -

v = v(p, T)

where T is the absolute temperature. The total derivative of the above equation is:

(BV) (Bv)dv= lr dp+ aT dT.
P T P

(7.136)

(7.137)

In reactor application, the change~ in gas density mainly occurs as a result of temperature changes
rather than pressure changes. This arises from the fact that the economic limit of the pumping
power is reached when the pressure drop is only a few percent of the absolute pressure, while
temperature changes through the-reactor may be sufficient to halve the density of the coolant. If
we assume that the pressure is constant and equal to

Eq. 7.137 becomes:

_ Pi+pe
p=

2
(7.138)

(7.139)

and this average presSure is used to determine the specific volume of the gas. Using Eg. 7.139 and
the law of perfect gases:

pv =-= RT (7.140)
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where R is the perfect gases constant, the acceleration term appearing in Eq 7.135 is written as:

• The above equation can also be written as:

G2J~~ 11) = ~2(T.=T;)
_,Ha\.P P T

(7.141)

(7.142)

where 15 = RT/p and T= (T; + T.)/2 ; T; ane! T. are inlet and outlet temperatures, respec
tively. Using Eq. 7.142 and knowing thatf can be taken as cOllstant and p = p. the pressure drop
equation (EG. 7.135) is written as:

(7.143)

A rather more accurate solution requires to take into account the effect of pressure changes on
the specific volume of the gas. Neglecting as usual gravity pressure droll. for a differential length
dz, the total pressure drop according Eq. 7.131 is given by:

. -
1 2(11 dv\-d" =-G --dz +-)

r P 2D v'

It can be shewn that:

substituting this equation into Eq.. 7.144. we obtain:
,

-dp = G
2 (11dz+ dT _ dp )

P 2D T P .

(7.144)

(7.145)

(7.146)

The integration of this equation can only be carried out numerically. In most of the gas cooled re
actors, it will be found that the second term containing the temperature effect term ac::ounts for
between 10 and 15% of the total pressure drop whereas the term containing the pressure, the
third term, accounts for 1 to 2% of the total pressure. Therefore, in preliminary design calcula
tions, the third term can be ignored and this justifies the approach we have taken at the first place.

The pressure drop calculations we have presented are limited only to the fuel channel. Similar cal
culations should also be carried out for the hydraulic circuits exterior to the reactor.

1.3.2 Power Required to Circulate the Coolant - Pumping Power
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The drop in pressure of the coolant as it flows through the fuel channels (also through the head
ers, stearn generators and piping) must be balanced by the pressure rise across the pump used to
circulate the coolant. In producing a given pressure rise in the pump, mechanical energy is added
to the coolent; subsequently this mechanical energy is transformed into thermal energy and to
gether with the thermal energy released from the fuel is used by the .team cycle associated to the

, reactor to generate mechanical (i.e., electrical) energy with an efficiency of about 30%. The use of
electrical energy in driving the pumps, and subsequent reconversion to electrical energy with the
above efficiency, will reduce the overall thermal efficiency of the plant. Moreover, when the
power input to the pumps increases, the size and the cost also increases.

In gas cooled reactors, the optimum value of the pumping power is generally between 2 and 5 %
of the heat output of the reactor which cor.e~ponds about 6 to 15% of the electrical output. rn
liquid cooled reactors, becal;sa of the higher coolant density, the pumping power represents 3 to
4 % of the electrical output.

The Pumping power is calculated by using the energy conservation law for an open system (flow
ing system) which has the following form:

(7.147)

where
Q the rate ofheat input to the fluid, kJis,

W the rate of work input to the fluid, kJ/s,

. - m mass flow rate, kg/s

h enthalpy, kJlkg

w velocity, mls

g acceleration of the gravity, mls2

z elevation, m
1,2 inlet and exit conditions, respectively

In the present application, we can assume that the changes in kinetic energy (second term on the
r h.s.) and potential energy (third term on the r.h.s.) may be neglected. In a pump where no heat is
exchanged with working fluid, Q will be eq:ml to zero, therefore, Eq. 7.147 becomes:

(7.148)

Remembering the thermodynamic relationship (Sontag and Van Wylen, 1991):

1,
dh = Tds+ vdp

and assuming that there are no internal losses due to mction of the fluid as it goes through the
pump (i.e., isentropic process), the enthalpy change is given by:
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dh=vdp. (7.149)

For reactor coolants, the specific volume is rougWy constant, either because the coolant is a liquid
and virtually incompressible, or in the case of gases because the absolute pressure of the gas, at,
for example, 40 bars, is much higher than the change of pressure across the pump, which is about

, 3 bars. Therefore, the integration ofEq. &.149 yields:

fh l dh =fP' vdirp
hi PI

or

Substituting this equation into Eq. 7.14&, we obtain the pumping power as:

W=m v/:"p.

(7.150)

(7.151)

(7.152)

Although Eq. 7.152 gives the power necessary to circulate the coolant, the power required to
drive the pumps si greater than this by a factor l/11p where 11. is the combined mechanical and
electrical efficiency of the pump motors. The pumping power is, therefore, given by:

(7. ! 53)

By examining the above equation, we conclude that in order to minimize the pumping power, the..
specific volume shodd be as small as possible. Consequently, the circulating pumps should be
placed to the ccolest point in the circuit, namely at the inlet of the reactor.

As already pointed out Lip represents the pressure drop in the fuel channels, inlet and outlet head
ers, steam generators and in the piping system. However, during the preliminary design phase, no
detailed information is available on the circuit outside of the fuel channel. In such case, the pump
ing power is estimated based on .the fuel channel total pressure drop. The pumping power is than
mllitiplied by a factor "e"(> I) to account for the pressure drop in the circuits outside the fuel
channel and written as follows:

P
mv/:"pc

pe =e .
11;>

(7.154)

where D.pch is the total pressure drop in the fuel channel.

1.4 Net Mechanical Power ofthe Fuel Channel

The heat energy produced in the channel (reactor core) is used to produce electric power. During
this conversion the temperature of the coolant decreases from Ie to Ii and heat is extracted from
the coolant. The Second Law of Thermodynamics states that it is impossible to convert the ex
tra<:ted heat entirely and continuously in the work. Therefore power engineers endeavor to con
vert as much as possible this heat energy into mechanical energy. The thermodynamic efficiency of
a power cycle is the ratio of the work output to the heat received.
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The basic thermodynamic cycle is the Camot cycle. In this cycle, all heat is received isothermally
at a temperature Tit and all heat is rejected isothermally at a lower temperature Tc' All the proc
esses in the cycle are reversible and its thennal efficiency is given by:

llc = 1- ~:. (7.155)

•
When the temperature of the coolant leaving the reactor decreases from t to t - dt, it releases per
unit mass a certain amount of heat energy which is equal to tht: variation of its enthalpy shown by
dh. This heat energy can be transformed into work with a maximum efficiency given by:

T- 1 e
l\e - - T' (7.156)

The total heat released by the coolant when its temperature decreases from I, to Ii (or its enthalpy
decreases from h. to hi ) is given by:

(7.157)

where T is the absolute temperature. The maximum work that can be re,:overed tram this heat is:

fT. ( Tc) IT'll' Tc)W max = T, 1--7 dh= T, 1-7 cpdT.

. ~ The efficiency of this ideal conversion is given by:

where T_ is the logarithmic mean:temperature of the coolant and defined as:

If the ratio of TeIT, is close to ], using the approximation:

lnx == 2x - 1
x+l

1

where x is equal to t efT" Eq. 7.160 can be written as:

Te+T,Tav :-: T", ::: ......;;..-..;.
2

(7.158)

(7.159)

(7.160)

(7.161)

(7.162)
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and the efficiency of the ideal conversion is:
Tc

11 c=I-T
m

' (7.163)

In eANDU reactors, typical inlet and exit temperatures of the coolant are 267°C and 312 °e, re-
• spectively. According to Eqs. 7.160 and 7.162 the logarithmic and arithmetic mean temperature

of the coolant are 289.2 °e and 289.5 °e, respectively. Therefore, the approximation given by Eq.
7.161 is a reasonable one.

From the above discussicn, we conclude that if the energy conversion system were ideal one, the
heat energy converted into mechanical energy would be:

W max = 11cPc. (7.164)

However, the real energy conversion systems are far being perfect and have several irreversibili
ties such as friction, heat transfer with finite temperature difference, etc. and their efficiency is less
than then the efficiency of the ideal systems. Introducing a factor "11 r" < Ito take into account
the irreversibilities, the recoverable mechanical energy i;; given by:

(7.165)

11 is interpreted as the combined thermal efficiency of the sleam cycle and the efficiency of the
turbo-generators. The efficiency of nuclear power plants is about 30%. In Eq. 7.165, Pc shows

'- the thermal output of the fuel channel. In calculating the total thermal output of the channel, PT ,

the power to circulate the coolant, given by llpPp, should be added to the thermal power of the
channel:

(7.166)

The gross electrical power is then given by:

and the net electrical power with:

The overall efficiency :Jfth.: fuel is then:

(7.167)

j

W ne1 Pp
11nel =T =11 -(I-1111p)p

c
' (7.168)

The efficiency of the pumps varies between 65% and 95%. In PWR and CANDU reactors this ef
ficiency is between 90% and 92%.
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J.4. J Optimum Operating Point ofa Channel

To discuss the optimum operating point ofa fuel channel, in Eq. 7.166 we will assume that T1pPp is
much smaller than p. ,thus it can be neglected. In liquid cooled reactors, T1pPp is only 1% of the
thermal output of the reactor; this justifY this assumption and we write:

(7.169)

Knowing that the mass flux of the coolant in the fuel channel is given by:

..

the pressure drop of the channel given by Eq. 7.134 can be written as:

2
~T=lf Fc 1 H

'l: (Ie - 1;)2 PC~ DA 2 .

To progress further, we will assume that the friction coefficient is given by:

f= O.184Re-O.2

where Re is the Reynolds number and given by:

Re= G,f.

(7.170)

(7.171)

(7.172)

(7.173)

Substituting Eqs. 7.172 and 7.173 into Eq. 7.171, we obtain for the pressure drop the following
equation: '

(7.174)

From this equation, we conclude that for a given temperature rise in the fuel channel, the pressure
drop increases as 1.8 power of the heat output of the fuel channel.

For the pumping power of the channel we can easily write:

(7.175)

We observe that the pumping power increases with 2.8 power of the heat output of the channel.
The net electrical output of the channel is given by:
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1 p~.8 !J.0.2 H
W net = l1Pc - 0.092,., 2.8 _2.8 1.8 1.2'

"p (te - ti) pCp A D

This equation can also be written as:

(7.176)

(7.177)

If we keep the average coolant temperature constant (by increasing the coolant flow rate with
channel power), "a" in Eq. 7.177 remains constant. The maximum of the above function is easily
detennined by derh~ng it with respect to P, and equating it to zero:

11 - 2.8aP~.8 = 0

The value of Pc corresponding to the maximum net operating power is then given by:

p}8 =-!L
2.8a

or
11 0.55

Pc = -'----,::-=
1.77ao.56

(7.178)

(7.179)

Beyond the above value of the channel power, the net electric power output of the channel will
start falling because of the 1l!gh pumping power required to circulate the coolant. The value of the

'. maximum electrical power output of the channel can be easily determined by substituting
Eq. 7.179 into Eq. 7.177.

1.5 The Choice ofCoolantfor Reactors

The coolant for a nuclcar reacto~ may be either a gas such as carbon dioxide or helium, or liquid
such as light or heavy water, or liquid metal such as sodium or eutectic sodium-potasium alloy. In
selecting the coolant, the following considerations should be taken into account.,

I. Economics: low cost, availability, 10\'1 pumping power, high heat transf~r coefficient.

2. Physics: low fusion point, high boiling temperature, good compatibility with fuel, cladding,
pump, valvcs, piping, etc., good thermal stability

3. Neutronics: low neutron capture cross-section, moderating power comjJatible with the
type of the reactor (thermal or fast), low induced radioactivity, short lived radioactivity,
good stability under irradiation.

Helium and carbon dioxide are the most suitable gases. The cost of helium has prevented its use in
large power reactors in which the leakage of the coolant gas may be significant; future high tem
perature gas coo(ed-1-eactors may use helium. Water and heavy water are suitable in most respects
for thermal reactors in which they can fulfill dual moderating and cooling roles. However, they
have the great disadvantage that the high coolant temperatures require high system pressures, i.e.,
thick pressure vessels or tubes. The capture croos-section oflight water is high and enriched ura
nium fuel is required to achieve the crilicality of the reactor. On the other hand, heavy water has
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very low capture cross-section but is very expensive. Both light and heavy water require stainless
steel vr zircalloy cladding.

Sodium and the eutectic sodium-potasium alloy are the most common liquid metal coolants. They
have high saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure so that a pressurized coolant system is

• unnecessary. However, 23Na(n, y)24Na reaction produces a radiation hazard. The violent chemi
cal reactions between sodium and air or water make it essential to eliminate the possibility of
coolant leakage. The capture cms~-section of sodium is rather high for its use as coolant in ther
m~.1 reactors. and this point together with its non-moderating characteristics make it more suitable
coolant for fast reactors.

A good comparison of the performance of different coolants can be undertaken by examining the
ratio of the pumping power (given by Eq. 7.175) and channel heat power (given by Eq. 7.43); this
ratio has the following form:

(7.180)

.-

In the above equation the firs bracket is related to the operating point of the channel, the second
to the physical properties of the coolant and the third to the geometry of the chanr.el. From cool
ant point of view, the second bracket ~hollirl be 83 small as possible to ensure a minimum PpiPe

ratio. This is only achieved for light and heavy water.

A better disc:.tssion of the coolant effect can be carried out by writing that:

(7.181)

s

where:

h, heat transfe~ coefficient between the fuel rod and coolant, kW/m2oC,

heat transf~r surface, m2
,

average temperature difference for the channel between the fuel element
surface and coolant, °C.

We will assume that the heat transfer coefficient IS gIven by Dittius-Boelter correlation
(Chapter xx) with n=O.4:

_ A(GD) O,S(Cpll) 0.4
he - 0.023 D J.l k (7. 182)

Dividing Eq. 7.175 by Eg. 7.181 and taking into account Eq. 7.182, we obtain for the PplPe

ratio the following lJIuation:

(7183)
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whereAt = (Ie - Ii). In the above equation, the physical properties of the coolant appear in the
last bracket. In order to achieve minimum PpIPc ratio this group should be as small as possible.
Galliland (1949) compared several coolants from the point of view of physical properties group
appearing in Eq. 7.183. Physical properties of the gas coolants were calculated at 0 °C and those
ofthe liquids at 80 °e. The results ofthis comparison is shown in table 7.7.

•
Table 7.7 Comparison of the coolants

[ ) ( k ~ 04 f1] X
) ( k 104

f!] X
Gas p2c~ \.cpJ.!) k XHz Liquids p2c~ \.cpJ.!) k XHz

-
~ 662 1.0 ~O 0.0004425 1.0

He 3,315 5. I *Na 0.0008170 2.0

~O 5,040 7.7 *Hg 0.0033500 7.6

CO2 6,560 10.1 *Bi O.OO530~)2.0

Air 8,150 12.5 Glycol 0.0091900 20.8

N2 8,740 13.4 Freon-12 o0095700 21.6 I
* A different correlation fcr heat transfer coefficient has bee:1 used.

Among the gas coolants, according this criterion, the hydrogen is the best coolant followed by he
Hur.1 and steam. However, these three gases have several drawbacks to be used as coolant in reac
tors (explosion for hydrogert, high cost for helium, high pressure and corrosion for steam).

• ~ Therefore, only carbotl dioxide seems to be an acceptable gaseous coolant Air ar..d nitrogen have
serious activation problems. Among liquid coolants, water (light and heavy) is, incontestably, the
best coolant followed by liquid metais. It should be again emphasized that th~ above discussion is
based only on the physical properties of the coolants and doesn't take into consideration other cri
teria for the coolant selection as listed above.

I
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